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The Roots of Trumpismo: 

Populism and Pushback  
 

A reality-TV-star billionaire businessman tears up the rules and vaults to the brink of the 

Republican nomination for president, begging the political question of the year: What is support 

for Donald Trump all about? 

 

The answer, according to statistical analysis of an array of possible explanations tested in the 

latest ABC News /Washington Post poll, reflects two related but ultimately distinct sets of 

attitudes: Anti-establishment populism and pushback against outside groups. One is rooted in 

economic discontent; the other, in a desire among some Americans for traditional authority.  

 

None of these alone explains Trump’s support in the GOP race, nor – especially – do core 

demographics such as political ideology, gender, age, education or religious belief. While he 

does better with less-educated adults, and lately, worse among women, evangelical white 

Protestants and strong conservatives, their explanatory power in Trump’s support is relatively 

muted, particularly in comparison with the group-based contours of the Democratic race.  

 

Four main explanations – some overlapping – have emerged to fill this void. This analysis, 

produced for ABC News by Langer Research Associates, suggests that each theory has at least 

some merit, which may help explain the consistency of Trump’s support in the fractured 

Republican field. 

 

FOUR THEORIES OF TRUMPISMO – First, some have suggested that Trump’s support stems 

from economic discontent, particularly among working-class whites. Indeed, among Republicans 

and Republican-leaning independents who are registered to vote, 45 percent of Trump supporters 

say they’re struggling economically, compared with 29 percent of those who prefer either Marco 

Rubio or John Kasich, with Cruz backers in between. (Rubio and Kasich supporters are grouped 

together for an adequate sample size, a step supported by the underlying data.)  

 

That said, Cruz supporters are just 7 points less likely than Trump supporters to say they’re 

struggling, and even among Trump’s backers, more than half say they’re comfortable or 

“moving up” economically. Clearly there are other factors at play. 
 

                      ---------- Economically... ---------   Authoritarianism 

                      Struggling   Comfortable   Moving up   Low   Mid   High    

Trump supporters         45%           44            9       13%   44     43  

Cruz supporters          38            56            5       11    32     57 

Rubio/Kasich supps.      29            54           15       26    40     34 

 

It’s also been argued that people who are predisposed to value order, obedience and respect for 

traditional authority tend to be strongly attracted to Trump, and that this explains his support. 

http://langerresearch.com/
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The poll measured such orientations with a standard set of questions listing preferred qualities in 

children, known as an “authoritarianism scale” in academic circles.  

 

Valuing traditional authority does distinguish the candidates, but not Trump from the rest. In 

fact, 57 percent of Cruz supporters score highest on the traditional authority scale, vs. 43 percent 

of Trump’s (and 34 percent of Rubio and Kasich supporters). This reflects Cruz’s broad support 

among evangelical white Protestants, who place a high priority on authority. 

 

These patterns hold in a statistical analysis predicting preference for Trump over the field while 

controlling for basic demographics. Economically struggling registered leaned Republicans are 

more likely to prefer Trump than his rivals, but only slightly in the case of Trump vs. Cruz. 

Inclinations toward traditional authority significantly predict Trump support only in a one-on-

one matchup with Rubio. At best, then, these two explanations are just part of the story. 

 

A third explanation – populism – suggests that it is not so much preference for established 

authority that matters, but rather the rejection of traditional politics. Indeed, the idea that 

Trump’s popularity is fundamentally based on anger against the existing political establishment, 

and the sense that an outsider is needed to fix it, have significantly more legs. 

 

 
 

Eighty-two percent of Trump’s supporters say they want an outsider vs. someone with political 

experience – far more than among those among who back the other candidates. Trump’s 

devotees also are twice as likely as Rubio/Kasich supporters to be angry at the government – but 
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in this case, no different than Cruz backers. And three-quarters of Trump’s supporters strongly 

view the political system as dysfunctional, 11 points more than among Cruz voters and far more 

than among those who support Rubio and Kasich. 

 

The fourth possible explanation also proves quite powerful: pushback against other groups, 

including Muslims, undocumented immigrants and minorities seen as benefiting unfairly from 

affirmative action – a set of closely related views reflecting what academics describe as 

ethnocentrism.  

 

Six in 10 Trump supporters strongly favor deporting undocumented immigrants and banning 

non-citizen Muslims from entering the country, vs. just a quarter of Rubio/Kasich backers, with 

Cruz supporters in between. And 37 percent of Trump’s supporters strongly believe that whites 

are losing out because of preferences for blacks and Hispanics; many fewer of the other 

candidates’ supporters say the same.  

 

 
 

These sets of questions capturing populism and pushback against other groups correlate strongly; 

as such we combined them as two indices in our statistical analysis of Trump’s support. The 

analysis also incorporates economic anxiety, valuing traditional authority and many demographic 

controls. By far, populism and pushback emerge as the strongest independent factors related to 

support for the frontrunner, all else equal. 
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While economic discontent and preference for authority lose force as explanations when taking 

populism and pushback against others into account, that doesn’t mean they don’t matter. Quite 

the contrary: In a separate analysis of what drives affinity toward populism among the GOP 

electorate, the most important factor (and one of the few statistically significant ones) is the 

sense that one is struggling economically. And in another analysis, one of the strongest 

predictors of pushback against other groups is valuing traditional authority. 

 

 
 

NOVEMBER – These same patterns reappear in a hypothetical general election matchup 

between Trump and Hillary Clinton. Even after controlling for political party identification, 

ideology and demographics, populism and pushback are strongly related to backing for Trump, 

and economic anxiety and valuing traditional authority matter only to the extent that they shape 

the two former variables. (Gender, income, partisanship and ideology also do matter. Race is not 

a factor in GOP preferences because leaned Republicans are very predominantly white; in the 

general election, it’s subsumed by views on outside groups.) 

 

Populism and pushback against other groups relate indirectly as well as directly to support for 

Trump vs. Clinton. Far and away the strongest variable in general election models is an 

evaluation of whether or not things have generally gotten better or worse since Barack Obama 

took office. And the two variables that most strongly relate to evaluations of the Obama 

presidency are – again – populist anger and pushback. (Evaluations of Obama do not distinguish 

GOP primary preferences, since such assessments are almost uniformly negative among 

registered leaned Republicans.)  

 

 
 

These results identify a substantial group of Americans who, seven years into the political order 

of the Obama era, feel dislocated economically and socially alike. Struggling in the post-
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recession economy and drawn to traditional authority, they’re attracted to a populist outsider who 

offers strong anti-establishment credentials, protection against competing groups and a potent 

stance against the current social and political climate. 

 

METHODOLOGY – This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by landline and 

cellular telephone March 3-6, 2016, in English and Spanish, among a random national sample of 

1,000 adults, including 864 registered voters. Results have a margin of sampling error of 3.5 

points, including the design effect, for the full sample; 5.5 points for registered leaned 

Republicans; and 4.0 points for registered voters. Partisan divisions are 34-25-32 percent, 

Democrats-Republicans-independents. 

 

The statistical models predicting support for Trump in the GOP primary and general election 

were estimated in the Zelig package in R using survey-weighted logistic regression; models 

predicting populism, ethnocentrism and Obama evaluations employed survey-weighted normal 

regressions. In addition to the variables described above, additional controls included gender, 

age, education, income, region, identification as an evangelical white Protestant, self-identified 

social class, ideology and partisanship. Models of the GOP primary included only Republicans 

and Republican leaning independents who reported being registered to vote; the general election 

models included all registered voters expressing a preference for Clinton or Trump. The flow 

charts depicting the models necessarily are simplified. Details of the analysis are available upon 

request. 
 

The survey was produced for ABC News by Langer Research Associates of New York, N.Y., 

with sampling, data collection and tabulation by Abt-SRBI of New York, N.Y. See details on the 

survey’s methodology here. 

 

Analysis by Chad Kiewiet de Jonge. 

 

ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com at http://abcnews.com/pollingunit. 

 

Media contacts: Heather Riley, (212) 456-4396, or Julie Townsend, (212) 456-4934.    

 

Full results follow.     
 

Other questions previously released. 

 

*= less than 0.5 percent 

 

22. Do you think the current political system in the United States is basically 

functional or basically dysfunctional? Do you feel that way strongly or somewhat? 

 

          ------- Functional-------   ---- Not functional -----     No  

          NET   Strongly   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Strongly   opinion    

3/6/16    29       10         19      69       18         51         2 

9/10/15   33       12         21      64       18         46         3 

 

 

23. (ASK IF DYSFUNCTIONAL) Of all the candidates running for president, in either 

party, who do you think would try to do the most to address that? (IF NEEDED: Who do 

you think would try to do the most to address government dysfunction?) 

 

                                                             Other    None      No  

http://abcnews.go.com/PollingUnit/story?id=5984818&page=1
http://langerresearch.com/
http://abcnews.go.com/US/PollVault/abc-news-polling-methodology-standards/story?id=145373
http://abcnews.com/pollingunit
mailto:mheather.m.riley@abc.com
mailto:julie.townsend@abc.com
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         Clinton   Cruz   Kasich   Rubio   Sanders   Trump   (vol.)  (vol.)   opinion 

3/6/16     23        9       5       4       18       28        1       4        5 

 

 

Thinking about a few specific issues… 

25. There are about 11 million undocumented immigrants living in the United States. 

Would you support or oppose an effort by the federal government to deport all these 

undocumented immigrants and send them back to their home countries?  Do you feel that 

way strongly or somewhat? 

 

           -------- Support --------   -------- Oppose ---------     No 

           NET   Strongly   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Strongly   opinion 

3/6/16     36       23         12      61       19         42         4 

11/19/15   42       29         13      55       21         34         2 

 

 

26. Trump has proposed banning Muslims who are not U.S. citizens from entering the 

United States for the time being. He says this would improve security against 

terrorism. Others say security would not be improved, and it’s wrong to bar people 

from the United States because of their religion. What’s your opinion – would you 

support a ban on Muslims entering the United States, or do you think this would be the 

wrong thing to do? Do you feel that way strongly or somewhat? 

 

           -------- Support --------   --- Wrong thing to do ---     No 

           NET   Strongly   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Strongly   opinion 

3/6/16     33       23         10      63       13         50         4 

12/13/15   36       25         11      60       12         48         4 

 

 

27. All else equal, would you like the next president to be someone who has experience in how 

the political system works, or someone from outside the existing political establishment? 

 

            Experience in        Outside        No 

           political system   establishment   opinion 

3/6/16            62               34            5 

1/24/16           62               33            4 

12/13/15          57               37            5 

10/18/15          57               39            4 

 

 

28. I am going to mention four phrases and ask you which one best describes how you 

feel about the way the federal government works. Do you feel enthusiastic, satisfied 

but not enthusiastic, dissatisfied but not angry, or angry?  

 

              ----- Positive -------   ----- Negative ----- 

                    Enthusi-  Satis-         Dissat-          None/     No 

              NET   astic     fied     NET   isfied   Angry   Other   opinion 

3/6/16        29       4       25      69      48      21      NA        2 

1/24/16       28       2       25      71      47      24                1 

9/7/14        25       1       23      74      49      25                1 

10/20/13      21       2       19      78      47      32                * 

9/29/12  RV   28       4       25      71      44      27                1 

2/4/12        24       2       22      75      49      26                * 

11/3/11       20       2       18      80      49      31                * 

7/17/11       20       2       18      80      54      25                1 

6/5/11        30       3       27      69      44      25                1 

10/28/10      27       4       23      72      51      21                1 

10/3/10       29       4       25      71      46      25                * 

9/2/10        22       2       20      78      52      25                * 

7/11/10       36       4       32      64      43      21                1 

6/6/10        30       2       28      69      45      25                1 

4/25/10       30       4       26      69      51      18                1 

2/8/10        32       3       29      67      48      19                * 
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10/29/03      42       2       41      57      42      15                * 

11/4/02  LV   49       4       45      50      41       9                1 

11/3/02  LV   50       5       45      49      40       9                1 

11/2/02  LV   51       6       45      49      40       9                1 

10/27/02      50       4       47      49      42       7                1 

2/21/02       56       7       49      43      36       7                1 

12/15/00      59       4       55      39      34       6                1 

2/14/99       52       3       48      47      35      12                1 

9/28/98       50       4       46      49      36      12                1 

8/16/98*      41       2       39      57      46      11       "        1 

1/19/98       46       2       43      53      45       8       1        * 

8/27/97       34       2       33      64      52      11       2        1 

3/17/96       29       2       27      70      54      16      NA        * 

5/14/95       48       3       45      50      41       9       "        1 

1/4/95        29       2       27      69      53      16       *        1 

11/6/94  RV   28       2       26      70      49      21       1        1 

10/31/94      26       1       25      73      55      18       1        1 

10/23/94      28       1       26      71      52      20       *        * 

10/9/94       25       2       24      72      53      19       2        * 

9/11/94       26       2       25      73      53      20      NA        * 

3/27/94       30       1       29      68      48      20       1        1 

2/28/93       33       4       29      66      50      16       *        * 

10/4/92  RV   17       1       16      81      56      25       1        1 

7/8/92        23       1       22      76      53      23       *        1 

6/7/92        21       1       20      79      58      21       *        1 

4/9/92        21       1       20      79      55      24       1        * 

3/18/92       22       1       21      77      54      23       1        * 

3/11/92       18       1       17      80      60      20       1        1 

*After 8/16/98: No "None/other" option recorded. 

 

 

On another subject 

29. Would you describe yourself as working class, middle class, upper middle class, or 

better off than that? 

 

           Worse off than     Working    Mid.     Upper      Better off    No 

         work. class (vol.)    class    class   mid. class   than that    opin. 

3/6/16           2              36        44        14           3          1 

5/20/12          2              32        50        13           2          1 

4/8/12           2              33        44        15           3          2 

3/2/10*          2              36        45        11           3          2 

*ABC News 

 

 

30. (IF WORKING CLASS, MIDDLE CLASS OR UPPER MIDDLE CLASS) Would you say you are 

struggling to remain in the (working/middle/upper middle) class, comfortable in the 

(working/middle/upper middle) class, or moving up beyond the (working/middle/upper 

middle) class? 

 

          Struggling     Comfortable            Moving up          No 

          to remain    in current class   beyond current class   opinion 

3/6/16        34              49                  14                2 

5/20/12       42              47                   9                1 

 

Working class: 

3/6/16        37              44                  16                4 

5/20/12       52              32                  13                3 

 

Middle class: 

3/6/16        36              48                  16                1 

5/20/12       39              53                   7                1 

4/8/12        36              58                   5                1 

3/2/10*       41              52                   6                * 
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*ABC News  

 

Upper middle class: 

3/6/16        24              68                   7                1 

5/20/12       33              62                   5                1 

 

Q29/Q30 NET: 

                                      3/6/16   5/20/12 

Worse off than working class (vol.)      2        2 

NET Working class                       36       32 

 Struggling to remain                   13       17 

 Comfortable                            16       10 

 Moving up                               6        4 

 No opinion                              2        1 

NET Middle class                        44       50 

 Struggling to remain                   16       19 

 

 

32. On a different subject, all else equal do you think it’s more important for a 

child: [ITEM]? How about [NEXT ITEM]? 

 

a. (To be independent) or (to have respect for elders) 

 
                                  Both    Neither     No 

         Independent   Respect   (vol.)   (vol.)    opinion 

3/6/16       17          67        16        0         *   

  

b. (To be curious) or (to have good manners)  

 

                    Good      Both    Neither     No 

         Curious   manners   (vol.)   (vol.)    opinion  

3/6/16     33        49        18        0         * 

 

c. (To be obedient) or (to be self-reliant) 

 

                                    Both    Neither     No    

         Obedient   Self-reliant   (vol.)   (vol.)    opinion 

3/6/16      37           48          14        *         1 

 

d. (To be considerate) or (to be well behaved) 

 

                        Well      Both    Neither     No 

         Considerate   behaved   (vol.)   (vol.)    opinion 

3/6/16       46          34        19        *         * 

 

   

33. Which of these do you think is the bigger problem in this country – (blacks and 

Hispanics losing out because of preferences for whites), or (whites losing out because 

of preferences for blacks and Hispanics)?  Do you feel that way strongly or somewhat? 

 

         -- Blacks and Hispanics -   -------- Whites ---------   Both    Neither   No 

         NET   Strongly   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Strongly  (vol.)   (vol.)    op. 

3/6/16   40       22         19      28       13         15       10       12      10 

 
 
*** END *** 

 


